
EFFICIENTLY REMOVES:
• Solvents, water, and chips with high volume-low pressure, heated and filtered air
  The-high speed pump impeller blades heat the air through rotational friction (60° F
  temperature rise over ambient air in about 3 minutes) no heater elements to replace or maintain.

COST-EFFECTIVELY REPLACES:
• Compressed air that is often contaminated with oil and water.
• Compressed air is also cold and is expensive to produce,
• URBO-DRYER draws only 10 amps. of current at 110 volts.
• URBO-DRYER is particularly effective on blind holes because it evaporates fluids

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS:
* Frees-up your compressed air for other operations.
* Delivers a constant supply of heated (120+° F), high volume (97 cfm), low pressure (6 psi) air.
* Eliminates-the risk of injury associated with the use of high pressure air.
* Drying parts using the URBO-DRYER is at least 3-5 times faster-saving labor.
* Minimal system maintenance-a filter every two-three years ($42.00), no other maintenance required.
* Small parts are blown off without being blown away due to the low pressure.
* URBO-DRYER draws its air in through a washable bi-fold filter offering 19 square feet
  of filter media, filtering down to 3 microns.

COMPLETE:
URBO-DRYER comes complete with a 10’ flexible light weight air hose. Ready to use right
out of the carton, with efficiency and worker safety unparalleled in the shop.

Portable Or Stationary Self-Contained Parts Dryer

INEXPENSIVE: ONLY $995.OO    Warranty- one year parts & labor Shipping weight 27 Ibs

Visit URBO-DRYER on the Internet at www.LexAire.com

 URBO-DRYER is a compact 3-stage High Volume
Air Pump that produces a large amount of hot, dry
and clean air to dry parts for the plating, machine,
sheet metal shop or virtually anyone that cleans and
dries parts.
URBO-DRYER is engineered to meet the demands
of a small or large shop. It is designed to be used in
either the portable or stationary mode with our
unique Aire-Switch feature that is standard
equipment. The Aire-Switch enables the user to
operate the URBO-DRYER from the trigger-button
on the air hose nozzle, allowing the cabinet housing
portion of the URBO-DRYER to be placed in a
remote area, out of the way.

URBO-DRYER

Made In
USA Satisfaction Guaranteed Or Your Money Back Patent Pending

Call 800-539-2473  781-646-1102


